
The “Succeed with Math” Crusade   

Five Propositions.

I. The Homeschool Community will be the ultimate salvation of the USA 
economy and society and culture.  Why?

The education Homeschoolers are delivering their children is much better 
than the education being delivered by most of our public and private 
schools in terms of both Content and Pedagogy.

II. The Standard Math Curriculum, SMC, that is taught in virtually all 
schools and math textbooks and most Online Math Courses is simply 
HORRIBLE for virtually all students for multiple reasons.

The SMC is not well understood by most parents, and even teachers too.

III. Math is a major challenge for many Homeschoolers.

IV.  Today thanks to new amazing 21st Century technologies there is a 
Triad Math Six Tier Program that Homeschoolers can deliver to their 
children a math educationc that is vastly superior to the SMC

V. The “Succeed with Math” Crusade is an expanding group of parents 
who are delivering their children the Triad Math Six Tier Program.

You can PROVE these five propositions to yourself in two ways;

1. Let one of your children take Triad Math's  Online Interactive Self-paced
12 Lessons Math Program, How to perform arithmetic calculations with a 
TI30Xa Scientific Calculator.   A $47 Gift.

2. Learn how and why the Triad Math Six Tier Program is vastly superior 
to any SMC program from the new book, How and Why Homeschool Math 
can be vastly Superior to Public School Math      Believe It or Not!

Available in both PDF text form, and in Audio format with videos.

Once your student enrolls in the Calculator Program you will receive a 
sequence of emails discussing topics referring to specific Chapters in the 
book to save you time and focus on your specific situation.



These Two Proofs are available for you at;   

www.VastlySuperiorMath.com 

The Best “Proof” will be Your Student's Success with your $47 Gift

How to perform all arithmetic calculations with a
 

TI30Xa Scientific Calculator.

This will demonstrate the power of the SPIKE Pedagogy and the 
importance of the Proper Content, which you can learn about in the Book.

Educate yourself and, most importantly, your student, and then . . .  

Join the “Succeed with Math” Crusade at:

www.HomeschoolerToday.com/Crusade 

As a Crusader you will have access to many resources including the 
entire Triad Math Six Tier Program, and much more, . . .

 For less than $1/Day!

Much more?

For example, there will be a set of Bonus Videos to help parents teach 
basic elementary math to the young children.  The are called, “The Uncle 
Jack Videos”.

There will also be an opportunity to buy an amazing SupraComputer with a
Discount Coupon, and even an opportunity to earn one by helping some 
other parents.

And, on and on and on as the Crusade grows.

http://www.VastlySuperiorMath.com/
http://www.HomeschoolerToday.com/Crusade

